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Essen, April 10, 2024 

 

Congress trade fair for urban mobility with cable cars from 4 to 5 June: 

Ticket sales for Cable Car World 2024 start 

Exhibition, congress, workshops and networking at Messe Essen, Germany 

Trade visitors can now secure their tickets for one of Messe Essen's most innovative 

event formats: The Cable Car World 2024 ticket shop at www.cablecarworld.de is 

open immediately. The congress trade fair on 4 and 5 June will focus on urban 

mobility with cable cars. Trade visitors will encounter this topic of the future in a 

unique mix of trade fair, exhibition, workshops, tours, personal dialogue with 

experts and a congress with top-class international speakers. 

A ticket to Cable Car World 2024 not only grants admission to the trade fair, but 

also access to a wide range of events and congress presentations covering the entire 

spectrum of urban cable car mobility. A one-day ticket regularly costs 119 euros, a 

two-day ticket 149 euros. Members of public authorities, agencies and non-profit 

organizations receive a reduced Municipalities Ticket for 49 euros or 99 euros. For 

teachers and researchers, a discounted Science Ticket is available for 25 euros, which 

is valid on both days. The discounted tickets can only be requested with appropriate 

proof via the e-mail address cablecarworld@messe-essen.de.  

Visitors receive an all-round carefree package with the VIP ticket for one (299 euros) 

or two days (449 euros). In addition to admission to the trade fair, it includes a 

parking ticket, access to the congress together with a seat in the front stage area and 

the provision of presentation documents, access to the VIP area, an invitation to the 

get-together, lunch and a welcome bag. 

One ticket - many possibilities 

In Hall 8, Cable Car World presents companies along the entire process chain of 

urban cable car projects. From leading manufacturers to consulting and planning 

offices to operating companies, all relevant market segments will be brought 

together. The Mobility Lab powered by Bartholet & Leitner is the centrepiece of the 

Cable Car World 2024 exhibition area. It showcases the whole world of cable car 

topics with the four sections Society, Sustainability, Technology and Profitability, 

while experts are on hand to answer questions. The Science Wall presents research 
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results from universities that contribute to the further development of urban 

ropeway mobility. Best-practice examples of urban development with cable cars will 

be presented to visitors by local authorities in the City Lab. This special area is 

organized by the Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport of Germany, which has 

also assumed the patronage of Cable Car World in the person of Federal Minister 

Volker Wissing. 

The highlight of Cable Car World 2024 is the high-calibre Cable Car Congress in the 

immediate vicinity of the exhibition area. Over two days, experts from all continents 

will give talks on current cable car projects, opportunities and challenges, legal 

requirements and political framework conditions. 


